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LGR

NAV

Het model LUCAis a trendy closed shoe,
fully adapted to the needs of healthcare
proffessionals.The laces make the shoe sit
firmly on the foot.This closed model
protects the whole foot.
The soft nylon inner lining makes it very
comfortable. The outer material consists
of high-tech 3D mesh and elastic nylon for
maximum flexibility and ultimate comfort.
This shoe is designed with the high
technology Oxygrip®-slip resistant sole,
that is conform to the highest slip resistant
standards on dry, wet and greasy floors.
The sole also has anti static features. The
anatomical shaped foot bed and outsole
that touches the ground at any point,
ensures a healthy support of the foot.
The trendy Oxyfashion collection has anti
static features and slip resistant soles.

Luca
3D breathable mesh and elastic nylon

CE-norm

CE EN 20347 certified.

The upper is in high-tech 3D mesh and elastic nylon
for maximum flexibilityand ultimate comfort.

Soft Inner Lining
Shock Absorbing

The midsole in EVA provides
extra shock absorption.

Ultra Light

The EVA midsole is very light
and flexible. The average shoe
weight is 8.81oz or 250 gram.

Renewable Insole

The renewable memory foam insole provides
excelent walking comfort. If needed you can
replace it with your own orthopedic insole.

Memory Foam

Anti-static ESD

The shoe features a plug that
improves the dissipation of static
electricity and meets the ESD
standard.

Slip Resistant SRC

Test Results Oxygrip®-sole

The rubber Oxygrip®-technology
outsole provides excelent grip on
dry and wet floors and is conform to
the SRC standard.

Usage
Suitable for those who walk and stand for a long time, daily.
Recommended to:
Healthcare professionals
Nurses and caregivers
Wellness and beauty center professionals
Homecare
Do not use to accompany patients into the shower.

Healthcare professionals
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